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About This Content

Jimmy's Vendetta will take players into an alternate perspective of the mob through the eyes of Jimmy, a mercenary. Jimmy is
the guy the other guys call when they need to finish the job. Jimmy's Vendetta features dozens of intense newly created arcade-

style, city-based missions that keep Jimmy driving, shooting and rampaging through Empire Bay. Missions will unlock as they
progress, activating a slew of assassination and timed vehicle missions ending in dramatic shootouts and explosive car chases.
Players will rack up points for performance, power slides, and skill shots. The scores will be immediately posted to the new

leaderboard system, providing extensive re-playability, as players work to rise to the top of the ranks. Get to know Empire Bay –
the executioner’s way.
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Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (SP2 or later) / Windows Vista / Windows 7

Processor: Pentium D 3Ghz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 3600+ (Dual core) or higher

RAM: 1.5 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 8GB

Video Card: nVidia GeForce 8600 / ATI HD2600 Pro or better

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Peripherals: Keyboard and mouse or Windows compatible gamepad

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Though this was the promo game leading up to the big budget game, it's better than the big budget game. It feels like Metroid
and is pretty tough too. It's short but doesn't overstay it's welcome.. Great Direct X 11 Benchmark worth the money. I have
previously used the free version, but for $10.00 this is worth the moeny.. I just had a quick blast on this and I liked it! The
graphics are a bit garish, but perhaps that's intentional for a 90s DOS vibe, dunno. Anyway, the gameplay is fast, frantic and
satisfying. If you like old-skool shoot 'em ups done bullet hell style, it's a good buy. Looking forward to seeing more shoot 'em
ups from this dev.. A fun, educational game. There's a small amout of replay value right now, but not a lot. I'm sure as the game
is developed and more things are added, it will continue to grow. Good for a casual gamer or someone looking to relax and kill
some time.. cant even play with the latest windows. This game kind of teaches you how to display elements using HTML and
CSS but it is more like practice. It will definetly help you remember some things if you are rusty. BTW, self-study is a good way
to learn something so don't get mad at this game just because you can't put that you beat it on your resume.
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Basic AI and UI problems make this game flawed to the point of unplayable. Add the fact that the devs seemed to have
abandoned this game pre Alpha and you've got one heck of a lemon. If you want to be a bad Guy I'd recommend looking
elswhere like the Overlord series.. What♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ wouldnt even bother somhow this game managed to be 10 times worse
that TT the game and Ride 2.. Police Tactics: Imprerio requires more polishing and enhancements. The current state of cases
becomes repetitive after some time. I believe it will grow to a awesome product if the dev collect from consumer feedback how
to improve.. It doesn't really bring anything new to the table. Get to the end of the level by throwing rocks/axes/arrows at
enemies (Draining from a constantly refilling meter) and riding dinosaurs hatched from eggs, while maintaining your hunger
meter by eating constantly. So basically adventure island without any cool skateboarding.

Graphics are utterly unappealing, and it doesn't help that the animations are dull and sluggish
Music is generic indie chiptune
Gameplay is dull and repetitive up to and including the first boss (As far as I got before deciding it was a chore to play)
Story is nonexistant but that would be excusable if it had something to pull me through the game

In short, a dull and boring indie knock off of Adventure Island
Just download NESTopia and play that, don't waste your time or money on this game. I love this kind of game and this one is
really amazing, lot of content and a lovely "Infinite" mode for each level, really nice.. I have to say I liked this game better than
Wash-Olof.. I had played this game like... at least half a decade ago before getting it on Steam, so I'd say I got some decent
nostalgia from it.

Also the game is pretty good. I looked forward to the game because it seemed rather unique to me. However, I had lots of
troubles acually getting the game to function. First only the menu music would play, and then it closed itself whenever the main
menu showed up. (I then asked for and recieved a refund.) I believe that the concept of this game has at least a little potential, if
not more, but as it is now it has some troubling bugs that make the game unplayable.
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